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Does your job application require you to pass a logical reasoning test? Don't worry, we've covered you! Assessment-Training.com offers realistic test simulations developed by psychologists with many years of experience in designing tests for large publishers such as CEB/Gartner, Talent Q, Saville Assessment, Kenex (IBM) and Thomas
International. Logical reasoning tests evaluate your skills, such as interpreting patterns or relationships between shapes. They have a lot to do with abstract reasoning, diagram reasoning and inductive reasoning tests. All of these test categories are included in our suite of all tests to help you alleviate the concerns and anxieties of the
tests by reviewing them. By clicking on the image below, you can practice 10 free questions from our logical reasoning tests: Skill tests are a typical part of the selection or development process in the workplace. Logical reasoning tests are one of the most commonly used skill tests that occur when you apply for a job. Logical reasoning
tests are standardized psychometric assessment tests that provide the hiring organization with information about the candidate's overall ability to solve problems. This type of test usually does not require numerical or verbal skills, but there are different variations out there that do not. Logical reasoning tests are designed to assess a
candidate's ability to be skilled, such as interpreting patterns and/or relationships between shapes. Employers choose to use psychometric tests during the recruitment process to help improve the overall assessment of the candidate and their suitability for the job they are applying for. Psychometric tests can help assess a candidate's
future performance and improve employee retention by making successful employment decisions. The most common way for employers to use skill tests, such as logical reasoning, is online. Traditionally, skill tests have taken the form of pen and paper, but due to benefits such as saving valuable time and money, online tests are
increasingly being used. The conduct of skill tests is usually a follow-up action after the employer has accepted a CV or a preliminary application form. If you pass the online test in some cases, you will be invited to an integrated assessment, which is usually performed by larger employers. The term integrated assessment is used because
employers carry out this extended assessment in a single centre, either at the employers themselves or in the place where the third party is located. Evaluation is often (but not always) the last step in the application process. The assessment center will ask you to repeat the test in the evaluation center to verify your previous test results,
so don't go to your friends or family to help you Online! Preparing for an integrated assessment or online skills test can be stressful due to the fact that know what to expect. The best way to get acquainted is through practical skills tests, which mimic the tests used by employers and recruiters. Assessment-Training.com has prepared
thousands of candidates for their assessments and skill tests, offering realistic test simulations with fully developed solutions. By practicing logical reasoning tests, you can improve performance during an actual test by familiarizing yourself with the format and time pressure. Important features of logical reasoning are: Logical reasoning
tests are usually multiple choice (only one option is correct in each case). Logical reasoning tests are given under exam conditions and strictly defined over time. The time specified for the test varies depending on the publisher of the test; some tests give relatively generous time limits, while others are shorter. Testers can usually use a
rough sheet of paper. Subsequent patterns are often used in logical reasoning tests. You have to determine which pattern applies and choose the right answer. You can use several types of figures, even in one grid. Examples of numbers are circles, squares, arrows, stars, and triangles. The number of numbers used can be meaningful
when you try to determine the pattern that is used in a particular grid. Each character can rotate. This can be clockwise or counterclockwise. Each character can move space in the grid. This can be a specified number of back and forth motion steps. Numbers can resize, shape, or both. Data completion is subject to change. The total
number of numbers that have a specific fill can make a difference, but also a specific place and a specific number of fills. Note the connection between different fill types and/or numbers in different rows and/or columns. Doing research on the tests you need to take is the most important step in preparing for each skill test. If you know what
to expect, you will increase your chances of good results due to the fact that you know the formats. In addition, by practicing skill tests, you will reveal your strengths and weaknesses that you can work on in preparation for a real assessment. Therefore, we advise you to find out the test publisher and the exact name of the tests you intend
to take, and then search for Assessment-Training.com or contact us for more details about this test. These effective test-taking strategic tips and tricks are worth remembering before taking real logical reasoning tests: Practice, practice and practice a little more to ace your assessment and skill tests! Read the question and instructions
correctly. Although this seems logical, often candidates miss out on very important information. Multiple-choice tests use so-called distractors as response options. These distractors are response options that are intentionally appropriate response; in other words, the answer options are designed to check whether you are reading the
question and information property. Therefore, take the time to carefully read the information provided. Don't cheat. This is important. Many employers use verification tests to verify previous results to see if you've collaborated on the tests. Large test publishers often use software that compares response patterns and performance between
an online test and a supervised follow-up test. Get ready with a pen and a piece of paper while performing an online test. It may be useful to develop a (mental) checklist of question-solving strategies. Remember the list of possible policies discussed above. This can help you to test more methodically. If necessary, save the detected rules.
Try focusing on one rule at a time. The logical reasoning test is used to evaluate problem-solving and nonverbal skills. These tests include a symbol grid and an empty field, your task will be to choose which of the given options best fits the grid. You can use several types of figures, even in one grid. Examples of numbers are circles,
squares, arrows, stars, and triangles. Each character can move space in the grid. This can be a specified number of back and forth motion steps. Numbers can resize, shape, or both. Additionally, data completion is subject to change. The total number of numbers that have a specific fill can make a difference, but also a specific place and
a specific number of fills. The correct answer to the example above is F. The following rules and sequences can be inferred from the diagram: Rule 1: From left to right, the number of edges of a shape(s) changes between even and even numbers. This pattern continues on the next line. Rule 2: From left to right, the arrow moves
clockwise. This pattern continues on the next line. Rule 3: From left to right, the arrow changes between up-scoring and downward pointing. This pattern continues on the next line. Assessment-Training.com is the market leader in preparing an online assessment. Thanks to our continuous research and development, we provide a leading
e-learning platform. We are constantly improving our testing to deliver tests with the same standards as the latest tests from all major rating publishers. Our products help candidates fill out their application fully prepared. Our goal is to help you prepare for evaluation, regardless of your company, job or the level you are applying for! To
help you with your logical reasoning test, we have prepared a preparation package tailored to your assessment. These tests contain the same questions that can be expected in the actual assessment. All practical tests come with working solutions and explaining how to get to the right answer. Our personal progression system will help
you track your progress and give you a detailed picture of your performances. Assessment-Training is something than just a training platform, we are here to help you! Start training now and get instant access to 24/7 tests and practices on your computer, phone or tablet! Tablet!
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